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To Ranco, Inc. and my good friend, Rod Opp, second in command Qf a splendid
small company ($30,000,000 in 1 58). Rod, a fine libertarian, brought the
company's treasurer into our talk, after which the two of them called it a
day, driving me to the hotel and the airport for TWA's #417, 5:15 P.M. for
Chicago. Aloft, it is now clear but just before noon the ceiling was near
zero and it was snowing. My cold may not be better, but it is different!
Flight routine. Ag arrived on AA's #23, later than I. Went to M.F. Suite
and hurried on to Donna da Bitch, but not before receiving the news that our
REAL flight from Chicago had been cancelled. This was to have been their first
flight into this country beyond Miami and, as I hear it, the CAA didn't do an
approval on time.
We phoned Frannie and she promises to visit us after our return.
Hughston dropped in at 10:00 P.M. following a dinner.
drink.

We had a Bon Voyage

Ag and I were at Midway by 11:00 P.M.
April 8.
DAL's #79, 12:10 A.M. left as advertised and had us in
Miami at 5:00A.M. We went to a very nice nearby hotel, Miami Springs Villas,
and got some sleep, having a late breakfast there.
What a time these Brazilians had at the counter with their passenger list. Some
of the tickets were sold for this new flight at the rate for their old DC-4's,
2/3 tourist, and some of the poor folks had no more money. Ag and I picked up
the tab of one couple with two kids and tried to keep it secret but didn't get
away with it. Results were very touching. Boarded #801 of Real Aerovias (Royal
Airlines) 1:05 P.M. for Rio, scheduled stop at Caracas. The third trip for this
new and very nice Super H Connie, Brazilian crew. Only 30 aboard, including a
Senor Pranda, Argentinean Consul at the Washington Embassy and a Senor Carcel,
Argentinean Consul in New York, plus our four little, quiet, happy folks who no
spick English. Airborne at 2:20 P.M. and over the Caribbean in a matter of
minutes. At luncheon time: A manhattan, canapes, a service of cheese and meat
and then the hot lunch with a rose and carnation on each service and wine .
Beautifully done. Ag and I admired the writing on the information sheet so much
that the purser gave it to us as a souvenir. He does this with pencil, backwards
and upside down. Flight to Caracas routine but late. They're not using the
normal power of these new engines yet and the airport help is very slow. Airborne from Caracas at 9:45P.M. , across the mountains and jungle on an estimated
10 hr. 35 min. flight.
April 9.
Just over 12 hours it took. Landed at 10:00 A.M. Rio time .
Alberto J. Schaefer, Jr., Sales Mgr. of Otis Elevator for Brazil met us-- the
doings of Bill Reid. To Copacabana Palace Apartamentos, the nicest place of
all and to a lovely suite overlooking the world's finest beach. A face wash
and a change of clothes and then to Gloria Hotel with Alberto and wife for
luncheon. Then to a little jewel shop in downtown Rio -- 8th floor -- where we
purchased several aquamarines. Mrs. Schaefer took us atop Santa Thereza on
which is The Christo, some hundred feet high. More sightseeing by this charming
lady and we were back to quarters at 6:30 -- poor Ag catching my cold. The
weather here balmy and perfect. The Schaefers & LERk to a China place for
dinner. To hay and pooped at 10:20.
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April 10.
Wonderful fruits here; Breakfast in our parlor of figs,
papai, orange juice and cafe cum leite. I was afraid the suite would bankrupt
me, but it was only 1500 cruzeiros, about $14. Alberto met us before 8:00 and
drove us to the airport. His Marianinha (neen-ya) at corner with Chrissy's
stamps. Boarded REAL 1 s /ro23, 9:00A.M. for Sao Paulo-- a Convair job. Raining
and very low ceiling. Arrived at 10:40. Paulo Ayres to meet us. Put up at
Jaragua Hotel. Paulo and I went immediately to the nice rooms of the Automobile
Club (having nothing to do with auto owners) for a luncheon of the American
Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo. About 50 present. Fernando Lee, third V.P.
introduced Paulo who introduced me. Lee explained his officiating by saying
that the President and the first two V.P. 1 s were away. He told the story of a
law firm by the name of Perrero, Perrero, Perrero y Perrero. Someone phoned
and asked for Mr. Perrero. "He's in London." "Then, let me speak to Mr.
Perrero." "He's home with flu." "Then, let me speak to Mr. Perrero." "He's
in conference." "Then, let me speak to Mr. Perrero." "Speaking!" My speech
was very well received.
Following a siesta, Paulo and I called on Ed Munn, head of First National Bank
of Boston.
At 5:00 P.M. we met with about 30 directors of Associacao Comercial de Sao Paulo.
For 1\ hours I would state a sentence and Paulo would translate it. A new
experience for me, but it seemed to go off all right.
At 8:00 Paulo and his Deliha (Paulo only 40 and six kids alrea~y yet!) called
for us. To a little hole-in-the-wall Italiano restaurant -- Cantina Capuano -which from the standpoint of food there ain ~ t no whicher. Add this to such a
charming couple as hosts and abundant Chianti and talk! Vat else? A bit of a
tour of this large city (3\ million) and to the Jaragua. Ag and I had a nightcap
of our own at the 9th floor bar and to hay ere 11:30 P.M.
April 11.
The Rotary Club had an over-abundant program ~ - honoring
the consular service, ladies day and so on -- thus the "speaker of the day" had
very little time and I didn't care for, after all, how many could understand me?
Anyway, my "Keep The Torch Bright!", edited for this meeting, had been translated
and was at everyone's plate, copy appended. I began by saying, "Muito obrigato
Senhor Presidente -- and, ladies and gentlemen that's all of the Portuguese I
know." Anyway, Paulo and a few others were pleased. Afterward, Paulo and I
went with Paulo Reis de Magalhaes to Banco Do Estado de Sao Paulo of which the
latter is head. To REAL for the red tape procedure and back to room at 4:00 P.M.
Paulo called for us at 8:10. To his nice home where there were about 14 for
dinner, some of Paulo's business leader friends (and wives) to whom he'll look
for aid in setting up a Brazilian FEE. Mrs. Ayres did especially for us a
strictly Brazilian dish -- cus cus -- excellent. Also beef stragonoff. Champagne,
talk. In hay at 1:45 A.M.
April 12.
Paulo and daughter, Vera, called for us at 11;00 A.M. Drove
some 50 miles -- 2 hours -- to the elegant apartment of Maria and Fernando Lee
in Santos, the big seaport of Brazi l. The Lee 1 s place faces the beach, perhaps
the best there is. The beach is wide, smooth and unblemished. Maria, of the
first Portuguese families, prepared a sumptuous luncheon, the feature of which
was a Brazilian fish, pescadinha. At home I shall take thick filets of Lemon
Sole and marinate them in lemon juice and salt for an hour. Next, I'll heavily
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butter a flat pan, sprinkling with bread crumbs. On this I will lay the filets,
dotting them with butter, sprinkling with bread crumbs and topping with slices
of tokay grapes. Put in a 325 oven for not more than 20 minutes. Wonderful!
By jeep to a beach several miles away and then to a small boat and a mile out
in the Atlantic to Fernando's 9-acre island, to be mentioned in the May National
Geographic as "The Isle of Imagination Unlimited." And, that it is. Fernando
took possession eight years ago and has had 30 to 45 men working on it since.
As we cut off the Johnson on our boat, the island's cannon gave us a one-gun
salute and the flags were hoisted in a most ceremonious manner. A large boon
is swung into place, a cage lowered to the boat and the passengers hoisted to the
island's walkway. The whole thing is too fabulous to describe. Fernando must
be putting millions of cruzeiros into the project. He has wild birds of all
kinds, the eggs hatched under bantam hens, thus the birds are tame. Plants and
shrubs from everywhere, aswimming pool that, when completed (by November), will
be unimaginably beautiful. Fernando is an engineer with a rare, creative and
artistic ability, plus being of unusual energy. A structure that looks like a
lighthouse is topped with a propeller which the wind keeps in constant action.
This drives a generator and the electricity is stored in the kind of batteries
used to run a submarine. The sun heats the water to nearly boiling. Huge underground, white-tiled tanks retain the rain from a plastic roof and he is capturing
compressed air made by the ocean waves. I hope my photos of this isle are good
and, better yet, that I shall visit it again. Fernando the incomparable had us
back to his apartment in Santos by 6:30 and Paulo had us to the Jaragua (Ja-ra-gua)
"'
by 9:00P.M. Ag and I did a quick and not very good dinner in hotel. Tired
but worth it -- an unforgettable day.
April 13.
Never have I come upon a person more friendly than Paulo.
And he is far better supplied with virtues than most anyone I know. A fine
thinker, an aspiring libertarian, par excellence, generous, sweet and, withal,
a very successful businessman, and indefatigable worker. Anyway, occupied as
he is -- Ex. V.P. of a pharmaceutical company -- he was at the hotel at 8:15.
He had paid our hotel bill and had with him his wife's cus cus cooker, a gadget
not obtainable at home. To the airport, staying with us until after 10:00, the
plane being quite late, as I expected. REAL's #801 airborne at 12:45 P.M., more
than 2~ hours late, for Buenos Aires, scheduled stop at Montevideo.
Flight routine, arrival at 6 : 15 P.M. There were no less than a dozen at airport
to greet us -- Alberto Benegas Lynch y Senora, Raul Lamuraglia y Senora and
the others I cannot remember. We were chauffeured with ceremony to the Plaza
Hotel and a lovely room, including the biggest sand of flowers -- Bird of
Paradise -- I have seen other than at funerals. A quick clean-up, a cocktail
in Hotel with Alberto, Raul & Senoras, an interview with reporters from La Prensa
and then to the world's most famous steak house -- La Cobana. The wine (trapeche)
was from Alberto : s winery, v.g . To hay at 11:15.
April 14.
Worked all forenoon in room and completed first draft of
"Let's Put FEE Out of Business."
Raul Lamuraglia called for us at 1:00 P.M. and to Alberto's nice apartment for
much too elaborate a l uncheon. Present also were Dr. & Mrs. Scheps and after
luncheon Frederico Benegas Lynch arrived from Mendosa, 800 miles off, to be here
a week for the lectures. Senora L. had me back to the Plaza by 3:30. Some
luncheons!
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David Smyth, now on staff of Centro, in room for an hour.
of my six lectures.

He translated four

Raul took me to auditorium of Argentine C of C for the lecture which began at
7:00P.M • . I had suggested a limit of 75 people. There were 160 seated and at
least 25 ~tanding. The lecture was very well received and all the questions
were in a sympathetic vein. The other kind will come out later, I suspect .
Those who could not understand English sat on one side of the room where earphones were available for a simultaneous translation. The translator was a U.N.
expert and the folks reported he did a good job. This being the only evening
without planned dinners, Ag and I suggested to our friends that we would look
after ourselves. We began dinner in the grill of the Plaza at 9:00P.M., a bit
early for Argentineans. To hay at 10:15.
April 15.

Appended is a set of the lectures in Spanish.

David Smyth, who has been assigned by Centro to escort me and attend my wants,
called at 10:00 A.M. We went to REAL and did the routine on return flight and
then to the office of 0. S. Stevens, V.P., First National Bank of Boston. Found
he is attending lectures. Spent over an hour with him.
Raul took me to a quaint, little place -- Cafe Vienes -- where we lunched with
the directors of Centro, splendid gentlemen. I talked incessently. What lunches
cocktails, rich food, wine and so on. This cafe is run and owned by the waiters
of the world's most wonderful club, The Jockey Club, at which I lunched in 1941.
Peron had it burned. The old member s pat~onize this cafe. Only last week the
government restored title of the land to the Club, so they will erect a new
building but the enormous treasure of the old one -- paintings, library and the
greatest wine cellar ever assembled -- will not be duplicated. Siesta at 3:00 .
Alberto called at 4:45. He, Raul and I went to the Argentine White House (except
it's pink) and spent 45 minutes with Admiral Rojas, Vice President of the
Argentine. Present also were Captain (naval) Fitz Simon and Minister of the
Navy, Hartung. Most agreeable, LER giving off with a straight libert arian pitch.
The audit orium had all seats filled again, and perhaps 15 standing. The question
and answer peri od was more spirited than last night, several questions being
from ideologi cal adversaries. My cold-nosed answers brought applause on several
occasions. Quite satisfactory .

Ag ought to be keeping a journal herself, s he is being so handsomely entertained.
Following the lecture, Ag and I went with Alberto and Senora to the home of
Eduardo Benegas, a very old but charming apartment. Present were the whole
Benegas clan, the five sons and wives (all pre gnant) and a daughter or two, maybe twenty in all. A wonderful dinner. Up from table at 11 : 45 and in hay just
before 12:30 A.M.
April 16.
To First Nationa l Bank of Boston from whence Mr. Stevens
and Mr. Girbau, another V.P., taxied t o The American Club where we were joi ned
by Leonard Sain, the head of G.E . here. A good t alk on my subject and the
messy economy of the Argentine. For i nstance , the official rate of the peso
is 18 to the dollar. The free marke t rate i s 40. Farmers have to sell t heir
produce for foreign trade on the official rate, buy on the free market rate.
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In short, here they are not subsidized as in the U.S.A. but penalized .
Martz drove me back to hotel.
Roughly the same number at tonight's lecture.
after me in the question period.

Bob

Several socialists took out

To the elegant apartment of Raul Lamuraglia where 16 gathered for another
sumptuous dinner. Back to hotel and in hay before 1:30 A.M. The enterprising
son of Or. Pinedo and his Senora drove us in their Opel car. He raises livestock. He has to sell at least 600 head of fine steers to buy even that little
car!
April 17.
Sr. Revis called for me at 9:45. We went to one of the
buildings of the National University of B.A., and met with the Facultad de
Ciencias Economicas. Alberto, Raul and 2 or 3 others from Centro were there.
About 15 of the faculty. I would speak and the head of the Departman, Dr.
Chapman, would translate. And then the damnedest arguments in Spanish, Raul
and Alberto explaining and defending my points. Them Chapman would tell me
in English what it was all about. Nearly two intensive hours. A & R said
they were very pleased.
To the "White House" and 15-20 minutes with General Aromburu, President of the
Argentine. He does not speak or understand English but Alberto & Raul did the
translations. He had read all about my lectures in La Prensa. E~ Presidente
was most agreeable and made a perfect libertarian statement as his personal
conviction. V.G.
Hurried to "Los 22", a private club in the Plaza. Each one signed the menu
for me, all local big-wigs, menu appended . I made a 20 minute speech and
then followed a discussion, lead by two (an American, Driscoll, former head
1st National Bank of Boston, and Fraser, an Englishman) who took a statist
position. I was very firm and, at times a bit rough. At the conclusion, they
said they agreed with me . .Fernando Benegas said he loved it; that it was
better when I got "angry." Si es t a at 3 : 13 P.M.
About 160 at tonight's lecture. No socialist questions . They applauded
when I talked in favor of free t r a de , and r eferred to Argentine beef.
To home of Dr. Eduardo Benegas where Ag was left with ladies and we went to
Alberto's home for a stag affair . Present:
Alberto Benegas Lynch
LER
Dr. Eduardo Benegas
Raul Lamuraglia
Dr. Adolfo A. Viechi, recent Ambassador to U.S . A.
Henry Sargent, Pres., American & Foreign Power Co .
Mr. Rylander, Ex. V. P., American & Foreign Power Co.
Dr . Manuel V. Ordonez, Christian Democrat leader
Dr. Federico Pinedo
As we moved to dining room at 10 :15, I remarked, "A bit early for you folks,
isn't it?" A really wonderful evening of good talk, serious but with a lot of
laughter. For me, the important new acquaintance would appear to be Henry
Sargent. To hay about 12:30 following quite a day.
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the surface, that Frondizi, with his radicalism, is in for trouble. It's all
very interesting.
David Smyth and I went to REAL and were assured by the hired help that the
airport strike would not effect our return flight.
We called at office of Dr. Gerardo F. Sichel, a very clever economist and
statistician. He is a teacher ($40 per month, but $80 if adjusted to purchasing
power). He makes his living counseling people how to make money in a highly
interventionist society. Interventionism tends to draw some of our best brains
into such pursuits.
Harry Smith took me to American Club where he had 15 guests and I talked and
discussed our philosophy until 2:45 P.M. All of a sudden Alberto and others,
after checking the strike situation, believe it is safer for Ag and me to hie
ourselves to Montevideo tonight by boat and take plane from there. A big
flurry, including my having to call Bob Buxton (Otis Elevator head here) and
cancel our date for dinner with him and his Senora. David went to REAL for me
and Chola took my passports and procured tickets while Ag and I packed. At
7:00 P.M. Eduardo Benegas y Senora, Alberto, Chola and David drove us to
dock where we boarded a quite elegant steamer -- Ciudad de Sante Fe -- and, in
company with Chola's brother-in-law who runs the ss corporation, we had cocktails and fond goodbyes. Raul and some of the others were unaware of our hasty
change in plans so were not present. Chola, on behalf of Centro, bought me a
brief case of which ther ain't no whicher and Ag even a more expensive handbag,
We sailed at 9:00 P.M. across the Ria de la Platta and had dinner on board as
guests. Neither Ag nor I have ever had such thoughtfulness and attention
showered upon us. We probably could not have endured it much longer nor could
they have continued to keep up such a pace. So leaving came in time with
everybody happy.
April 23.
Breakfast on the boat and to a comfortable room in the
first-class Victoria Plaza. A Mr. Davenport had been commissioned by the
effervescent Chola to look after our wants. Called on and spent half an hour
with "Dinty" Moore, Pres. Pan American Airways of Uruguay.
To our astonishment, we came upon Dr. Katz on the street.
and I did some minor shopping and dr ove to the Golf Club of Uruguay for
luncheon. A large and splendid filet minon steak with trimmings for 3.80 pesos,
about 58¢ in our money.
Ag

Took a siesta and was informed that our flight would be on time.
A Miss Mabel Breim, acting for Mr. Davenport, gave us a guided tour about
Montevideo . The name of this cit y was after an exclamation made by one of
the discovering party which translate d is "I see a hill." And a small mound
it is. The biggest attraction here is "The Legislative Palace," the equivalent of our capitol. It took 20 year s to build and very fancy, the whole
interior being done in intricate designs of beautiful native marble -- mostly
by Italian craftsmen. The same sort of extravagence is observed everywhere,
poor people being led into stone and mortar gods, by both state and church.
This thing is the cathedral of the state. A drive along the beaches to the
airport only to learn that our plane had decided to go to B.A. and perhaps a
4-hour wait for the LER's .
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Uruguay is in a mess, a democratic mess. No Peron brought this beautiful
little country (3,000,000) to its present low condition. The people and their
freely elected representatives did it and are continuing to do it and without
hardly a person realizing what is causing it all. The country has a Constitution, a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies. There is no single president but a
"Council of Nine" who, as a committee, performs the executive function. Here
is political democracy! In 1928 the peso was worth $1.04. Today, I received
6.60 pesos for one of our crumbling dollars. Tomorrow Montevideo will have a
general strike -- everything at a standstill. Labor unions apparently have
taken in all workers and strikes occur one after another. Nearly every basic
industry is government owned, even the meat packing industry -- Armour and
Swift moving out on account of strikes. All prices are controlled by government .
Another striking fact is that the newspapers are not independent organs but,
instead, are organs of the political parties. The two major parties are called
"White" and "Red." There's as· much difference between them as between our own
major parties. Uruguay, I am convinced, is the place that socialism should be
studied and reported on for the U.S.A. intellectual diet. These folks are
where we will soon be and by the very same democratic processes or, as Ben
Moreell so ably put it, "Communism •.• via Majority Vote."
Airborne on REAL's #804 at 9:25P.M., 3 hours behind schedule, or~ hours
after we arrived at airport. Destination Miami with scheduled stops at Sao
Paulo, Rio and Caracas.
April 24.
Arrived over Sao Paulo. The runway was clear but we kept
circling "because of fog." After stacking for half an hour it did become
foggy. So, off we headed for Porto Alegro, half way back to Monetvideo. After
an hour going south we reversed again and landed at Rio, omitting Sao Paulo.
Airborne from Rio at 4:20 A.M~ These Brazilian pilots are very careful. We
made four 360 degree turns over airport, attaining a good altitude before
heading over the wastelands for the 11-hour non-stop flight to Caracas.
Some thoughts for NOTES:
Imagine the thousands of brilliant individuals engaged in
obtaining government's interventionism against their client's
competitors, or in obtaining some form of special privilege.
Next, imagine the thousands of brilliant individuals engaged
in combatting government's interventionism into the affairs of
these self-same clients. In short, imagine all the "brains"
employed both to promote and dodge interventionism. Now, guess
as to how enormous is the payroll for this professional
inconsistency.
What if all of these brilliant individuals and their clients
were landing their remarkable talents to removing interventionism?
That, of course, would end the unholy mess but, realistically,
such a happy circumstance is too much to expect.
What if FEE had only 1% of this payroll? We could multiply
our educational efforts on behalf of competition, free exchange,
private property, non-interventionism many times. Indeed, if
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there were enough conviction to supply this 1% voluntarily,
interventionism would be too much disdained, too much frowned
upon like lies, too disrespectable like stealing, to long endur.e.
As set forth earlier, FEE would no longer be needed.
On the next page appear the Officers and Trustees for 1958-59,
elected at the Annual Meeting -- May 20, 1958. All of these
join with me and my staff associates and many thousands of
others for the growth of those convictions which will spell an
end to specialized educational endeavors such as ours.
Passed over the equator and then the red-brown, vast Amazon. Everything was
favorable for the 3-D colored pictures I took. Hope they turn out OK. Looks
odd to see huge, clear-water lakes next to this great stream of flowing mud.
This airline, and probably the other S.A. lines also, erect their schedules
on hopes. Always, regardless of direction, we are "faced with headwinds."
This line's schedule is off about 3-5 hours each way.
During the delightful luncheon, which we have just completed, Ag announces
that she has promised copies of my journal to "several relatives and friends."
Not a word has been written with others in mind. Too late now!
Landed Caracas at 2:35 -- turn watch back to 1:35.

An hour here.

Muy Calido!

Completed the first draft of a Foreward to the book which will contain my
Argentine lectures. Am disposed to name the book "Economica Libre" in honor
of the sponsoring institution. Carry a by-line: ''A rationale for liberating
the individual from the oppression of government."
Passed over Cuba at 5:45 P.M. Batista must have his subjects well in hand.
I could see no revolution from my cosmic position, 21,000 feet up.

As we began our let-down for Miami Inter national Airport there was a glorious
sunset, a fitting symbol to the end of a glorious trip into the world of
wonderful people where down is up and spring is fall. Phoned Sam and cancelled
room at Miami Springs Villas, deciding to take EAL's #650, 10:00 P.M. for
Idlewild. Routine. Sam had us home by 3 : 30 A.M. Was "kit-kat" glad to see
me!

